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Topographic and Geological Map
Series
NOTE: For all products listed in this section, please inquire at
geospatial@eastview.com for current pricing, format and delivery
options. Please reference the product title or product number
(e.g., 20-12-001) in your message.

Panama Topographic Maps
20-12-001 | $49.00 PER SHEET | PURCHASE

Panama 1:250,000.
Instituto Geografico Nacional “Tommy Guardia” (Panama).
Published 1966-1997. In Spanish. Shows relief by 100 to
200-meter intervals, national, province, district, corregimiento,
and comarcal borders, cities by size, roads, and hydrography.
Partial country coverage, 10 sheets.

Colombia Topographic Maps
20-12-002 | $59.00 PER SHEET | PURCHASE

Mapa Topografico 1:500,000.

El Salvador City Maps
20-12-004 | $49.00 PER SHEET | PURCHASE

El Salvador City Maps.
Centro Nacional de Registros (El Salvador).
Published 2003-2007. Scales 1:5,000 to 1:15,000. In Spanish.
Shows road details and municipal borders for cities of
El Salvador. Covers 13 cities in 13 sheets.
Antiguo Cuscatlán
Apopa
Ayutuxtepeque
Ciudad De Santa Tecla
Cuscatancingo
Delgado
Ilopango
Mejicanos
Nejapa
San Marcos
San Martín
San Salvador
Tonocatepeque

Instituto Geografico Agustin Codazzi (Colombia).
Published 2007. In Spanish. Shows relief by hypsometric
tints and shading, national and department borders, cities by
importance, roads, and hydrography. Full country coverage,
27 sheets.

Nicaragua Topographic Maps
20-12-003 | $49.00 PER SHEET | PURCHASE

Nicaragua 1:250,000.
Instituto Nicaraguense de Estudios Territoriales (Nicaragua).
Published 2002-2004. In Spanish. Shows relief at 50
and 100-meter intervals, national and department
borders, detailed roads, hydrography, and vegetation.
Partial country coverage, 9 sheets.
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Scientific and Specialty Atlases and
Books
Osmanlı Dönemi İzmir Planları ve Haritaları =
İzmir City plans and maps from the Ottoman era
20-12-005 | $340.00 | PURCHASE

Osmanlı Dönemi İzmir Planları ve Haritaları =
İzmir City plans and maps from the Ottoman era

Izmir Development Agency, Turkey. Hardcover. 155 pages.
ISBN 9786055826246. In English and Turkish. 2020.

Other Atlases

20-12-009 | $57.00 | PURCHASE

Viipurin historiallinen kartasto : kaupungin vaiheet
keskiajalta nykypaivaan
Karttakeskus Oy, Finland. Hardcover. 175 pages.
ISBN 9789522665041. In Finnish. 2017.

Vyborg is one of the most interesting cities in the North.
The history of its land use and population has now been
assembled for the first time. This work contains a record
number of Vyborg’s town plans, city and topographic maps
and various thematic maps. During its history, the city
has been part of the Swedish Empire, the Russian Empire,
the Grand Duchy of Finland and the Republic, and the
Soviet Union and the Russian Federation.

20-12-006 | $56.00 | PURCHASE

20-12-010 | $340.00 | PURCHASE

Atlas najnowszej historii XX i XXI wieku

Atlas of Islamic Republic of Pakistan

Demart, Poland. Hardcover. 248 pages.
ISBN 9788379123209. In Polish. 2021.

Survey of Pakistan, Pakistan. Hardcover. 157 pages.
In English. 2012.

This atlas shows the effects of the “Great War”,
decolonization, problems of newly established states
and separatist tendencies in the contemporary world,
paying attention to the disintegration of the socialist bloc, the
conflicts in the Middle East, the Caucasus, and the Islamic
states and their consequences for Europe. In particular this
atlas will emphasize the role of Poland and its problems
after regaining independence in 1918, and during and after
World War II.

Third edition, revised and updated, of this national atlas
of Pakistan. Includes sections on Pakistan regional
maps, Pakistan thematic maps, Pakistan guide maps,
world thematic maps and world continents. This useful
oversized atlas covers not only the geographical and physical
landscape of Pakistan, but also endeavors to provide the user
with demographic, environmental and socio-economic data.
This third edition covers some new topics not included in the
previous editions: plate tectonics, land cover/use, lithology,
agro-climactic zones, rabi and kharif rainfall, educational
institutions (public and private), consumption of fertilizers,
area irrigated by different soruces, and ground water quality
and potential.

20-12-007 | $68.00 | PURCHASE

Bohai sheng tai huan jing jian ce tu ji

Ke xue chu ban she, China. Hardcover. 347 pages.
ISBN 9787030468086. In Chinese (Simplified) and English.
2017.
The Bohai Sea is China’s inland sea, and it is also an
important treasure house of marine resources and an
ecological environment regulator in China. The oil spill
accident in Penglai 19-3 oilfield occurred in June 2011
caused serious damage to the ecological environment
and fishery resources of the Bohai Sea.
20-12-008 | $109.00 | PURCHASE

Atlas ukrains’kykh istorychnykh mist : Vol. 4 :
Zhydachiv

Instytut ukrains’koi arkheohrafii ta dzhereloznavstva.
L’vivs’ke viddilennia, Ukraine. Softcover. 44 pages.
ISBN 9789660291249. In Ukranian. 2020.
Orders for specific volumes or standing orders for all future
volumes of this noteable series are welcome.

geospatial@eastview.com

20-12-011 | $64.00 | PURCHASE

Singing the trail : the story of mapping Aotearoa New
Zealand
Allen & Unwin, New Zealand. Hardcover. 275 pages.
ISBN 9781760633592. In English. 2020.

The very first maps were oral maps made by early Polynesian
and Maori settlers which were waypoints, described as
“survey pegs of memory,” lists of places in songs, chants,
karakia, and stories that showed direction. Hundreds of
years later, the Dutch Abel Tasman sailed here and made the
first attempt at a physical map; he was followed more than
100 years later by Cook, whose map was much more detailed
as he circumnavigated the country. Once the detail of the
coastline was filled in, more detailed maps of the interior
were made by those in search of resources to exploit.
A clever look at New Zealand history and also at the
intriguing tradition of map making.

tel. +1.952.252.1205
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Trade, Popular and Reference Maps
and Atlases

20-12-014 | $7.95 | PURCHASE

Featured Publisher: Bella Terra Publishing

Locates all 71 standing and 103 “lost” lighthouses from New
Jersey to Virginia, along with 56 lighthouse and maritime
museums, on a detailed shaded relief map. Illustrated with
29 original watercolor paintings-21 newly commissioned for
this edition. The guide on Side 2 has as much information as
a book, including: history and description of each standing
lighthouse; driving directions to each standing light or the
best viewing spots; boat lines and sightseeing flights that
offer visits or views; and capsule histories of the lost lights.
A “Fast Facts” section has directories of lighthouse cruises
and island ferries; and the museums located on the map;
plus little-known True Tales of Mid-Atlantic lighthouses.
Printed on paper.

Bella Terra Publishing produces beautiful United States travel
maps that offer as much information as any guidebooks—
at a fraction of their price. Most of their special-interest
maps feature original watercolor illustrations, many of which
are available as art prints & notecards. They also publish
contemporary watercolor art and vintage images from the
16th to early 20th centuries. For more Bella Terra Publishing
titles, please visit www.longitudemaps.com.
20-12-012 | $7.95 | PURCHASE

California and Hawaii Lighthouses Map by Bella Terra
Publishing
ISBN: 9781888216400. 2012. In English. 1 sheet.

ISBN: 9781888216349. 2018. In English. 1 sheet.

20-12-015 | $6.95 | PURCHASE

This beautifully illustrated map and guide locates all
52 standing and 30 “lost” lighthouses in California and
Hawaii, along with lighthouse and maritime museums, on
detailed shaded relief maps. With insets for Lake Havasu,
Lake Tahoe and the Bay Area, and 31 specially commissioned
watercolor illustrations. The guide on Side 2 has as much
information as a book, including: history and description
of each standing and lost lighthouse; driving directions to
each standing light or the best viewing spots; boat lines and
sightseeing flights that offer visits or views. A “Fast Facts”
section has directories of lighthouse cruises, island ferries
and sightseeing flights; and the museums located on the
map; plus little-known True Tales of California and Hawaii
lighthouses. Printed on paper.
20-12-013 | $9.95 | PURCHASE

Rail U.S.A., Eastern States, Museums & Trips by Bella
Terra Publishing
ISBN: 9781888216479. 2015. In English. 1 sheet.

Locates and describes 334 rail attractions along the Atlantic
coast from Maine to Florida, plus Vermont, Pennsylvania
and West Virginia-the most comprehensive resource
anywhere. Side 1 has a detailed shaded relief map, plus 5
insets. Illustrated with 16 specially commissioned watercolor
paintings. Side 2 has an informative directory by state
with venue descriptions, street addresses, phone numbers
and websites. Icons denote: railroad museums & exhibits;
original 19th & early 20th century depots; historic sites;
trips - miniature trains to scenic excursions; dinner trains;
trolleys; model trains; train-watching locations.

geospatial@eastview.com

Mid-Atlantic Lighthouses Map by Bella Terra Publishing

Florida Lighthouses Map by Bella Terra Publishing
ISBN: 9781888216301. 2010. In English. 1 sheet.

This beautifully illustrated map and guide locates all 32
standing and 10 “lost” lighthouses in Florida, along with
lighthouse and maritime museums, on a detailed shaded
relief map. With 32 specially commissioned watercolor
illustrations. The guide on Side 2 has as much information
as a book, including: history and description of each
standing and lost lighthouse; driving directions to each
standing light or the best viewing spots; boat lines and
sightseeing flights that offer visits or views. A “Fast Facts”
section has directories of lighthouse cruises, island ferries
and sightseeing flights; and the museums located on the
map; plus little-known True Tales of Florida lighthouses.
Printed on paper.
20-12-016 | $6.95 | PURCHASE

Maine Lighthouses Map by Bella Terra Publishing
ISBN: 9781888216288. 2015. In English. 1 sheet.

This beautifully illustrated map and guide locates all
85 standing and “lost” lighthouses in Maine, along with
lighthouse and maritime museums, on a detailed shaded
relief map. With 35 original watercolor illustrations.
The guide on Side 2 has as much information as a book,
including: history and description of each standing and lost
lighthouse; driving directions to each standing light or the
best viewing spots; boat lines and sightseeing flights that
offer visits or views. A “Fast Facts” section has directories
of lighthouse cruises, island ferries and sightseeing flights;
and the museums located on the map; plus little-known
True Tales of Maine lighthouses. Printed on paper.
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Services: Approval Plans,
Digitization, Customization
East View offers approval plan services for maps and
atlases tailored for a wide variety of libraries with unique
needs and specifications. With many years of experience
serving academic, public and government libraries with
foreign language materials, we recognize the importance of
establishing precise, yet flexible parameters to ensure the best
quality material and service. Contact us for more information.
In addition to approval plans, East View Geospatial provides
high-quality and cost-effective mapping and GIS services
and solutions, including custom map and data production,
and digitization, mosaicking and hosting services via our
MapVault program. Contact us today to discuss customized
solutions for your mapping needs.

geospatial@eastview.com
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